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1. lNTRODUOTION 
l.l. The classical (Hilbert )construction of coordinates in a projective 
geometry assumes Desargues's T-!J.eorem and leads to a division ring of 
coordinates 1). The interesting variation due ~o R. MouFANG assumes the 
weaker "uniqueness of harmonic conjugate point" condition and leads 
to an alternative division ring (with only a weak form of the associative 
law for multiplication) 2). 
J. VON NEUMANN has given a deep generalization of the Hilbert dis-
cussion. Von Neumann's generalization applies to all complemented 
modular lattices which satisfy certain Desarguesian-type conditions 3 ) 
and leads to a regular associative ring of coordinates. In the present paper 
we give a discussion which applies to a more general class of complemented 
modular lattices, sufficiently general to include the Moufang case for 
projective geometry sa). Our construction leads to a system m with the 
properties: 
(l.l.l.) m is a ring except that the associative law (xy)z=x(yz) is 
not required to hold in general. However (xy)z=x(yz) is required to hold 
if at least one of x, y, z, xy, yz is idempotent 4); and xy is reqmred to be 
an idempotent whenever x=x(yx), with yx idempotent. 
1 ) See, for example, ([4], Kap. V; [6], Theorem 10, p. 151). 
2 ) Miss MouFANG also aasumes that the three diagonal points of a complete 
quadrangle do not lie on a line [5]. 
3 ) Von Neumann's original theorem was stated in ([7], vol. 23, p. 18; [8], vol. II, 
Theorem 14.1, p. 141) and was simplified by the authors in [1; 2], and extended 
in [3]. 
sa) An alternative method of coordinatization is that by means of Hermitean 
matrices (See H. FREUDENTHAL "Oktaven, Ausnahmegruppen und Oktaven-
geometrie", Utrecht 1951, and "Zur ebenen Oktavengeometrie", these Proceedings 
56, 195-200 ( 1953) ), but it is unknown, whether this method works in the general case. 
') x+y, xy may denote either lattice union and lattice intersection, respectively, 
or addition and multiplication, respectively; when there is any possibility of con-
fusion, we denote addition and multiplication by x + y, x X y, respectively. 
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{1.1.2) For each element x in 9t there exists an idempotent e and an 
element y in. m such that: 
xe=x, ey=y, yx=e. 
It will follow from {1.1.1) that in (1.1.2) xy is an idempotent, f say, 
and that 
fx=x, yf=y, xy=f. 
Such a system will be called an alternative regular ring and the multipli 
cation defined will be called a regular multiplication. 
If in an alternative regular ring there are no idempotents other than 
0 or 1, then the reader may easily verify that (1.1.1), (1.1.2) imply the 
stronger condition: 
(1.1.2)' For each element x#O in »l there exists a reciprocal yin 9t 
such that xy = yx = l. 
In this case the alternative regular ring is called an alternative division 
ring. 
1.2. Let L be a complemented modular lattice possessing a normalized 
frame a1, ... ,a .. ,co;,i#j; i,j=1, ... ,nand for i#j let Lo; denote the set 
of elements x for which x e a;=a, e a; 5). 
For elements x, y in a fixed Lii there has been defined previously a 
family of addition constructions each of which defines an addition x + y 
with values in the same Lii; similarly there has been defined previously 
a family of multiplication constructions each of which defines a multi-
plication x x y with values in the same L;,; 6 ). If n;;;;.4, all these addition 
constructions give the same value for x + y and all these multiplication 
constructions give the same value for X X y. If n=3, this uniqueness 
need not hold but in ([3], p. 216) this uniqueness was postulated as a 
substitute for Desargues's Theorem in projective geometry. Once this 
uniqueness of + , x is known to hold, it is possible to prove that with 
these operations the Lii are isomorphic regular associative rings with 
two-sided unit. In the present paper we shall postulate conditions on the 
normalized frame which include the uniqueness of x + y but are weaker 
than the uniqueness of both x+y, x x y 7). Assuming these conditions we 
choose a particular multiplication construction and show that the L,; 
become isomorphic alternative regular rings with two-sided unit. 
When n~4, Von Neumann's original discussion in [8] (simplified in 
[1; 2]) gives a complete treatment leading to an associative regular ring, 
6 ) For the definition of normalized frame, etc., see ([3], § 4.1, p. 212): 
~ G;) ••• G;) a .. = 1; ai G;) C;; =a; G;) Co;; C;,; = C;;; (cii G;) C;k) (a0 G;) ak) = Cik. 
8 ) A family of addition constructions for x + y is given in ([3], § 4.2, p. 213) 
and a family ofmultiplication constructions for x X y is given in ([3], § 4.9, p. 221). 
7) The conditions which we shall postulate are listed below as (3.1.7), (4.1.1), 
(4.1.2), (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). 
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without assuming additional restrictions on the normalized frame. We shall 
therefore restrict ourselves to the case n = 3 in the present. paper. 
In § 2, without assuming any restrictions on the normalized frame, 
we choose a particular method to define a multiplication x x y for the 
elements x, y in an L;,i· We show that with this multiplication: 
(i) a;, is a two-sided zero and c,i is a two-sided unit; that is 
a;, X X=X X a1=a1, 
for all x in L,i ; 
(ii) The associative law x x (y x z) = (x x y) x z holds if at least one 
of x, y, z, is idempotent; 
(iii) for each x in L;,i there exists an idempotent e and an element y 
in L,i such that y x x=e, x x e=x and e x y=y. 
This proves part of (1.1.1) and all of (1.1.2). (The proof of the remainder 
of ( 1.1.1), given in § 5 below, assumes restrictions on the normalized frame.) 
· In § 3 we recall the addition constructions for x+y as given in ((3], 
§ 4.2, p. 213). Now we restrict the normalized frame by a condition 
(3.1.7): namely, that these addition constructions all give the same value 
for x+y 8). With this assumption we prove that the L;,i become abelian 
groups which are isomorphic under the perspective mappings P 9). 
In§ 4 we recall two stronger variants (4.1.1), (4.1.2) of the "uniqu~ness 
of addition" condition (previously given as (4.3.3), (4.3.4) in ([3], p. 215)) 8). 
Assuming these stronger conditions we show that multiplication as defined 
in § 2 of this paper is distributive with respect to addition. 
In § 5 we impose two new restrictions (5.1.1), (5.1.2) on the normalized 
frame 8). Assuming these conditions we show that multiplication is invariant 
under the perspective mappings P and we complete the proof that multi-
plication is regular and hence that the L,i are isomorphic alternative 
regular rings under the operations of addition and multiplication. 
(In a following paper the coordinatization theorem will be completed; 
it will be shown that the given lattice is isomorphic to a lattice whose 
elements are certain sets of vectors [ xv x2, x3] with x, in this alternative 
regular ring.) 
In § 6 we consider the special case of a complemented modular lattice 
with a normalized frame consisting of atoms, that is, a plane projective 
geometry with a normalized frame consisting of points. We recall the 
quadrangle condition (five points determine the sixth), as formulated 
in ([3], § 7.3, p. 245), which we now designate as condition Q6• We let 
Q5 denote the special case of Q6 when a pair of the five points coincide; 
8) The meaning of these conditions in the case of projective geometry will be 
discussed in § 6 below. 
9) If i, j, k are all different, Pki:ii ""'Pik:ii (to be written as Pk:i if j is unam-
biguous) will denote the perspective mapping of L(a;, + ai) onto L(ak + ai) deter-
mined by the axis cik (see, [3], § 4.1, p. 212). 
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we let Q4 denote the special case of Q6 when two pairs of the five points 
yield only two distinct points. 
We show that all the conditions (3.1.7), (4.1.1), (4.1.2), (5.1.1), (5.1.2) 
required in this paper can be deduced from Q5 10). Thus if Q5 holds 11) the 
construction of the alternative regular ring of coordinates described above 
is valid. In this case, that is, when the normalized frame consists of points, 
with Q5 valid, there are no idempotents in the ring other than 0, 1, and 
the alternative regular ring is an alternative division ring. 
Q5 of course implies Q4• We show (as pointed out by R. MouFANG) 
that if it is assumed that the three diagonal points of a complete quadrangle 
do not lie on a line 12) then Q4 implies Q5 and hence in this case the construe~ 
tion of the alternative regular ring (in this case an alternative division 
ring) is valid. Thus the construction of coordinates given by R. MouFANG 
for projective geometry is included in our discussion. 
2. MuLTIPLICATION IN L,i 
2.1 Definition of multiplication. For x, y in L,; we define: 13• 14) 
(2.1.1) ~ x x y = [(x +cik)(a, +ak) + (y + cik)(ak +a;)] (a, +a1), k =1= i, k =1= j, 
( = [Pk:ix+Pk:iY] (a,+a;). 
Easy calculations show that x x y is in L,; whenever x, y are in L,1, and 
that a, is a two-sided zero and cii is a two-sided unit for this multiplication; 
that is, 
ai X X=X X a,=a0, Cii X X=X X Cii=X, 
for all x in Lii· 
x is called idempotent if x x x = x. 
2.2 On the regularity and associativity of multiplication. At this time, 
without restrictions on the normalized frame, we are unable to prove 
completely the statements (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) on the regularity and associ~ 
ativity of the multiplication defined in (2.1.1). However, without restric-
tions on the normalized frame, we shall prove below, for idempotent e 
and arbitrary elements x, y in a fixed Lii: 
(2.2.1) 
(2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
and: 
e x (x x y) = ( e x x) x y 
X X ( e X y) = (x X e) X y 
X X (y X e)= (x X y) X e 
10) We actually require Q6 to hold only under certain special circumstances 
(see § 6.2 below). 
11) From the more general Q6 we get a regular associative ring. 
12 ) This assumption is made explicitly in the work of R. MoUFANG [5). 
13) This is the value for x X y stated in ([3], (4.10.5), p. 223). 
14) Since n = 3, i, ]", k are some permutation of 1, 2, 3. 
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(2;2.4) lJ'or ea(;h x 'in Lii there exists an idempotent e and an element y 
in L14 such that y x x=e, x x e=x and ex y=y. . 
The procedure will be as follows (proofs to be given in § 2.3). We begin 
by associating with each· x in L,i a lattice element x•, which we shall call 
the reach of x, defined as: 
Then we prove: 
(2.2.5) For x, y in L,i there is a w in Lii with w x x=y if and only if 
xr~y•. 
Next we obtain the following characterization of an idempotent e in 
terms of a decomposition ai = b EB. d: 
(2.2.6) If bED d=ai, then (b+ai)(d+c.i) is an idempotent e in Lii such 
that e•=b, (e+cii)ai=d; conversely, if e is an idempotent, and· if b=e•, 
d=(e+cii)ai, then b EB d=ai and e=(b+ai)(d+cii)=ea.+ecii. 
From this characterization of idempotents we can derive the following 
useful formulae· for x x e and e x x: 
(2.2.7) 
(2.2.8) 
x x e= (b+a,)(d+x) 
e x x = eai + x(ecii + ai)· 
Now we use (2.2.7), (2.2.8) to prove (2.2.1), (2.2.2) and (2.2.3). From 
(2.2.1), (2.2.3), (2.2.5), and (2.2.6), the required (2.2.4) follows at once. 
We draw the reader's attention to the fact that these arguments do 
not involve the addition construction and make no assumptions restricting 
the normalized frame. Later we shall define an addition and under 
restrictive assumptions establish distributivity of the above multiplication 
with respect to this addition and the associativity-type law: 
(x x y) x z=x x (y x z) if x x y oi y x z is an idempotent. 
2.3 Proofs of (2.2.1 )-(2.2.8). 
Proof of (2.2.5). Because of the indivisibility of inverses 16), w x x = y 
is equivalent to w x x;;;;;, y, and this in turn is equivalent to: 
(2.3.1) 
(cut both sides of (2.3.1) by (a.+ai) to derive w x x.;;;;,y). Now, from 
the definition of w x x, (2.3.1) is equivalent to 
(2.3.2) 
hence to: 
(2.3.3) 
15 ) Roughly speaking; the size of x• measures the non-zero part of x when 
multiplied on the left. 
16) The indivisibility of inver!!es (which is implied by the modular law) asserts: 
whenever y1 and y2 !l,re. both .inverses of a in b and y1 ;;;;;, y2, then y1 = ~2• 
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(add: (x+cic)(ak+a;) to both $ides of (2.3.3) .to .recover (2.3.2)). Now ·.the 
left side of (2.3.3) is an element in Lu.: and the right side of (2.3.3) containS 
an element in Lu.: if and only if: 
(2.3.4) 
(if (2.3.4) holds, w may be choaen as the element in L,1 with 
(w+cik)(a,+ak) ={(right .side. of (2.3.3))-, (right side of (2.3.3)) ak]). 
Now: 
(right side of (2.3.3)) +ak= [y+(x+ai+a11)(~+a1)] (a,+ak) 
= [y+(x.+ai)a;]~,+~· 
Thus w x x=y for some w in L;,; if and only if: 
y+(x+at-)a1 ~a •. 
This is equivah:mt to 
y+(x+a.)a1 ~y+a, 
and to (cut both sides by a1; add y to both sides to recover): 
(x + a,)a; ~. (y + a,)a;. 
This completes the proof of (2.2.5). 
Proof of (2.2.6). Suppose be d=a1; .then (b+a,) (d+c.;) is an 
element, say e, in L,;, and idempotent, for~ 
and 
e+ a1 = e+ b +d = (b + d+,a,)(b +d + cii) =a, +a;; 
ea;= (b + a,)(d'+ c,;)a1 = bd = 0, 
e x e= [(e+cik)(a,+~)+(b+a,+ak)(d+c11 +c1k)(ak+a1)] (a,+ a;) 
= (b +a, +ak) [(e+c;k)(a,+ak) +d+c;k] (a, +a;) 
= (b +a,) (e+c;k+d) = (b +a,)(d+c,1) =e. 
It is easily seen that er= (e+a,)a1=b and (e+cii)a1=d. 
Next suppose that e is an idempotent and that b=(e+a,)a;, 
d= (e+~)a,:. Then: 
e=(e x e)+e 
= [e+cu.:+ (e+cki)(a,+ak)] (a, +a;) 
~[cu.: +cki(e+a, +ak)] (a, +a;) ~c,1(e+ a,), 
and: 
b +d = [e+cii+ (e+a,)a;] a1= (e+c,1+a,)a1=a1 ; 
bd= (e+a,)(e+cii)a;= [e+cu(e+a,)] a1= 0, since e~c,1(e+a,); 
(b +ia,)(d +c.,)""" (e + a,)(e +c41 ) = e + cii(e +a,)= e, since e ~ cii(e +a,). 
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It is obvious that e=(b+a,)(d+c,1) can be expressed as e=ea,+ec,1• 
This' completes the· proof of (2.2.6). 
Pro of of (2.2. 7). Since e = (b + a,)(d + c,1), it follows that: 
(e+cu.)(aa:+a;) = (b +a,+aa:)(d+c,1+cu.)(aTc+a1) = (b +a, +~)(d+c;Tc) 
and we have: 
x x e= [(x+c,-l.:)(a,+aTc) + (b +o, +aT.:)(d+c;Tc)] (ac+a1) 
=(b+a,+aTc) [(x+c;Tc)(a,+~)+d+c;Tc] (a,+a;) 
= (b+a,)(x+c;a:+d) 
=(b+a,)(~+d). 
This proves (2.2. 7). 
Proof of (2.2.8). Since e='ea,+ecii, we have: 
e x x=ea,+ [(ecu+c;Tc)(a,+aTc) + (x+ciTc)(~+a,.)] (a,+a;) .. · 
= ea, + [ ( ec,1 +.c;Tc)ciTc +( x +cu.)( aTe+ a1)] (a,+ a1) 
=ea,+ (x+ctTc) [aa:+fl,.+ (ec,,.+ciTc)(a,+aTc)] (a,+a1) 
= ea, + x( ecii + a1 +aTe) 
=ea,+x(ec,1+a1). 
This proves (2.2.8). 
Proof of (2.2.1). Using (2.2.8), 
ex (x x y)=ea,+(x x y)(ec,1+a1) 
= ea,+ [(x+c;k)(a, +aTe)+ (y+cu.H~+a1)] (ecii+a;) 
= ea,+ [(x + c1Tc)(a, + ~)(ec,1 +a1+ ak) + (y +ciTe)( aTe +a1)] (eco; + a1) 
= ea, + [{x(ecii + a1 +aTe)+ c1Tc}(a. +aTe)+ (y +ci1c)(~+a1)] (a,+ a1) 
= [{ea, + x(eci; + a1) + c11c}(a, +ak) + (y+ ciTc)(aTc+a~)] (a,+ a1) 
= (e x x) x y, using (2.2.8). 
This proves (2.2.1). 
Proof of, (2.2.2). 
(x x e) x (ex y)=[((x x e)+c;Tc)(a,+aTc)+((e x y)+cik)(ak+a1)](a,+a1). 
Hence, using (2.2. 7) and (2.2.8), 
(2.3_5) ~ (x x e) x (ex y)=[{(b+a,)(d+x)+c;Tc}(a,_+ack)+ 
( {ea,+y(ec"+a1)+ctTc}(aTc+a1)] (a,+a1). 
Then from (2.3.5): 
(2.3_6) ~ (x x· e) x (e x y);;;;;[(d+x+c1~c)(ai+a~c)+ 
( · ((ex y)+ctTc)(a~e+a1)Ha,+a1) 
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and indeed equality actually holds in (2.3.6) by the indivisibility of 
inve:cses since : 
(Right side of (2.3.6)) a1= [(d+x+c;k)ak+((e X y)+cu.)(ak+a;)] a1 
=[(ex y)+c.k+(d+c;k)ak] a; 
= [(e ~ y)+(d+c,1+c,k)(ak+c;k)] a1 
=[(ex y)+(d+c,1)a,]a1 
=[(ex y)+ea,] a;=(e x y)a1=0. 
Hence 
(x x e) x (ex y)~[(x+c;k)(a,+a,.)+((e x y)+cik)(ak+a;)] (a,+a;) 
~X X (eX y) 
and again equality holds by the indivisibility of inverses. 
Also, from (2.3.5): 
(2.3•7) .. ~(x x e) x (e·xy)~ [((xx e)+c;k)(a,+a~)+{y(ecii+a;)+ 
~ · cik}(ak+a1)] (ai+a;) 
and indeed equality actually holds in (2.3. 7) by the indivisibility of 
inverses since: 
(Right side of (2,3.7)) +a; 
= [((x x e)+c;k)(a,+ak)+(ecii+a1+cik)(a,.+a1)] (a;+a;) 
= [((x x e)+c;k)(a,+ak)+(ec;;+cik)cki] (a,+a;)+a1 
=((x x e)+c;k) [a,+ak+(ec;;+cik)cki)] (a,+a;)+a; 
=(x x e) [a,+ak+ec;;]+a1 
=(x x e)(a,+b)+a;=(x .x e)+a1=a,+a1. 
Finally, 
(x x e) x (ex y)~[((x x e)+c1k)(a,+ak)+(y+cik)(ak+a1)] (a,+a1) 
~(x x e) x y 
and again equality holds by the indivisibility of inverses. 
It follows that (x x e) x (e x y) =X x (e x y) = (x x e) x y, thus 
proving (2.2.2). 
Proof of (2.2.3). Using (2.2.7): 
(x x y) x e=(b+a,)(d+(x x y)) 
=(a,+ b) [(x+ c1k)(a,+a,.) + (y+d +cik)(ak+a1)] 
=(a, +b) [(x+ c1k)(a,+ak) + (y+d + cik)(ak+b)] 
= (a,+a1) [(x +c1k)(a,+ ak) + {(y+ d)(a, +b) +cik}(ak+ b)] 
=(a,+a1) [(x+c1,.)(a,+a,.)+((y X e)+cik)(ak+a1)] 
=X X (y X e), 
This proves (2.2.3), 
using (2.2. 7) 
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Proof of (2.2.4). For any element x in L,;, there exists, using 
(2.2.6), an idempotent e with e'=x'. Then from (2.2.5). the equations 
w x x = e, w' x e = x .have solutions w, w', and it follows that: 
Now set y=e x w. Then 
x x e= (w' x e) x e 
=w' x (e x e) 
=W' X e=x. 
y ;x: x=(e x w) x x=e x (w x x) 
=ex e=e; 
ex y=e x (ex w)=(e x e) x w 
=e X W=y. 
using (2.2.3) 
using (2.2.1) 
using (2.2.1) 
Thus for each x in Lii there exists an idempotent e and an elerrwnt y 
in Lo; such that y x x=e, x x e= x and e x y=y, proving (2.2.4)'. 
(To be cmitinued} 
